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 line designed specifically for colored and treated hair. The nutrients and restructuring act
on keratin, carrying out a conditioning. The hair acquires hydration, body, softness and
shine. 

  RICH LATHER - Universal treated hair shampoo 
Universal shampoo, gentle for frequent use for normal and treated hair. Gently wash the
skin giving the hair volume and body.
 box:  bottles of 250 and 1000 ml tank 10 lt 

  COLOR BALANCING SHAMPOO 
Shampoo specially formulated for colored and treated hair. It contains special surfactants
with low index of irritation, high protective action, gently cleanses the skin and hair the
color setting.
 box:  250 ml 

  COLOR BALANCING CONDITIONER 
Restructuring and moisturizing mask for colored and treated hair. The nutrients and
restructuring act on keratin, carrying out a conditioning. It gives the hair moisture, body,
softness and shine.
 box:  150 ml bottle 

  MEADOW Plax 
It is a strongly detangling cream, restructuring, nourishing and moisturizing containing
Meadow Seed Oil and Royal Jelly. Thanks to these substances near chemically treated
hair immediately assume the body and shine of natural hair. Excellent results are also on
natural hair, frizzy and dry, they tend to become knotted.
 box:  jars of 250 ml and 1 kg 

  ENERGY SERUM
nutrient solution energizing pre and post treatment 
Nutrient solution energizing pre-and post-treatment of the hair, carries out a conditioning
and reconstructive. Thanks to its formula sprays, ENERGY SERUM is practical for use at
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home or in the salon. Suitable for all hair types, is particularly suitable for those dyed,
bleached, streaked or treated. It is rich in regenerating properties such as omega 3,
omega 6 and omega 9. ENERGY SERUM can also be used as pre-treatment for heavily
damaged hair.
 box:  150 ml spray bottle 

  OIL MIX 
Protective oil to contour the face and neck to use as a protective boundary for the face and
neck before applying the color. Mixed in color (about 5 ml) reduces skin hypersensitivity.
 box:  60 ml bottle with dispenser 
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